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Lisa Evans is Professor of Accounting in the Division of Accounting and Finance of Stirling Management School, at the University of Stirling. 
She is a graduate of the University of Edinburgh (MA Joint Honours in English Language and German) and holds a PhD in Accounting from the 
University of Reading. She is a member of the Institute of Chartered Accountants of Scotland and a member of the ICAS Research Committee, 
served two terms as a member of the European Accounting Association’s Financial Reporting Standards Committee (2004-2010) and is editor 
of the journal Accounting in Europe. Her research interests include international accounting and audit regulation (qualitative methods), the 
accounting profession, accounting history, and interdisciplinary accounting, in particular the interface between accounting and language, 
accounting and literature and accounting and law. 
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Stirling University UK 

 
 
Paul Collier is Honorary Professor at Deakin University in Victoria. He is a graduate of University of Technology Sydney with a Master of 
Commerce degree in organizational behaviour from University of New South Wales and a PhD from Warwick University, UK. After working as a 
Chief Financial Officer, Company Secretary and General Manager of a listed manufacturing company in Sydney, Paul became Head of Training 
and Development for West Mercia Police in the UK. He has since held academic posts at Aston Business School, Monash University and La 
Trobe University. His research interests are in management control systems, including both accounting-based controls and non-financial 
performance measurement, governance and risk management. Paul has predominantly carried out qualitative research with an emphasis on 
longitudinal studies in the public sector. In UK he received an ESRC AIM Public Sector fellowship and in Australia he has been a chief 
investigator on four ARC Linkage grants. 
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Gerard Stone is Program Director of the University of South Australia’s Bachelor of Commerce (Accounting) degree and a member of the 
University’s Centre for Accounting, Governance and Sustainability (CAGS).  His research interests include the accounting profession’s 
communications and relationship with the small business sector and the communication aspects of accounting education. Gerard’s Doctorate 
was based on these areas of interest.  He has published and presented at conferences on accounting communications and authored reports for 
accountants and small business managers on the communication dimensions of the accountant-small business relationship.  Gerard’s latest 
research projects investigate developing accounting students’ listening skills and the strategic use of social media by accounting firms.  
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Lee Parker is Professor of Accounting in the School of Commerce at the University of South Australia, Honorary Professor of Management & 
Accounting Control the University of St Andrews, Scotland, Adjunct Professor of Accounting in the Auckland University of Technology School of 
Business and Adjunct Professor of Accounting at RMIT University. With over 150 published articles and books on management and accounting, 
he is joint founding editor of Accounting, Auditing and Accountability Journal and serves on over 25 other journal editorial boards. Lee 
specialises in qualitative research and is widely published in this area. 
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